Building Community Trust & Engagement For Law Enforcement

Tyler’s cloud-based Arx solutions bring accessible technology to modern-day law enforcement agencies. With Arx Alert and Arx Community, law enforcement benefits from tools that foster transparency internally and externally, build trust with the communities they serve, reduce risk, and ensure a better quality of life for public safety personnel and the communities they serve.

Rebuild Community Trust and Improve Officer Safety

**SEE**
View critical department data, activity, and community challenges on a single screen.

**ANALYZE**
Examine problems to identify alternative perspectives, trends, or patterns with a clear and concise analysis of data.

**ACT**
Take action with informed accountability and transparency utilizing powerful analytics that allow for evaluating the effectiveness of a response and identifying trends.

Arx Is Modernizing Policing

**Productive Officers**
- Digital forms mean no more paperwork
- Improved community interactions
- Enhanced wellness with better attention from supervisors

**Successful Supervisors**
- Improved insight into the team
- Enhanced compliance for better risk mitigation
- Better team performance with training and wellness outreach
- Keep compliant with alerts and automation
- Complete internal investigations faster
- Improve team performance and meet goals

**Thriving Communities**
- Increase in positive police engagements
- Fewer lawsuits and payouts (lower taxes)
- Safer communities
- Reduction in use of force
- Strengthened trust in the police
**Arx Alert Manages Internal Accountability**

Arx Alert allows law enforcement agencies to modernize policing, provide external transparency to the community, and create internal agency accountability. Command staff, supervisors, and the chief of police are provided with more insight into activity conducted while on the job, including alerts for possible non-compliance issues and proactively promoting officer wellness by identifying critical incident stress factors. This helps with risk mitigation, improved efficiency, and officer retention.

**Arx Community Provides External Transparency**

Arx Community allows citizens, businesses, and community organizations to better understand community policing activity and build stronger community partnerships. With this tool, community members can access pertinent crime data, agency accountability data, and enforcement action data. Arx Community provides community members with direct insight into both crime and policing that impact their neighborhoods. With instant access to data, communities can feel more confident and build more trust with their policing partners.

**Arx is Making a Big Impact in These Communities**

"With Arx, our public image has improved dramatically. The community saw that we were fixing our problems, and we earned back their trust."

COMMANDER DESHAUNE SIMS  
12th Precinct Detroit, Michigan

"I believe this dashboard will aid in bridging the gap and building trust between our police department and the residents we serve."

CHIEF SCOTT MCKEE  
Lathrup Village, Michigan

"Arx Community is a significant step toward increased transparency and protecting our community."

CHIEF JEFF JEDRUSIK  
Westland, Michigan

---

Want more information about Tyler’s Arx solutions?  
Email publicsafetyinfo@tylertech.com